Reduced 50% Marketing Costs
by deploying an Automated
and Unified Oracle
Cloud Platform

ATTENTION. ALWAYS.

ABOUT THE
CUSTOMER

Our client is a leader in the property development Industry
in the UAE and has interests spanning the entire real estate
spectrum from pioneering affordable housing to high-end luxury
development initiatives. They achieved the highest position in
the market by employing only the highest of standards and by
adhering to the group’s corporate philosophy of continuous
improvement and innovation.

CHALLENGES

The Situation
Due to significant growth in real estate development projects,
our client required to streamline functional activities and
business development on a single platform and hence boost
reporting capability, increase productivity and enhance financial
management.
The Need
 Streamline operations from lead to cash by integrating
sales, finance and marketing activities into a single platform.
Example: Finance teams no longer need to log on to 4 or 5
separate systems to verify financial data or to extract figures for
management reporting.
 Become the brand differentiator in a competitive real estate
market by providing sales teams with live and accurate data
on marketing campaigns, housing project developments and
potential customers, thus reducing operational costs.
 Increase property marketing effectiveness by boosting lead
generation and management, reducing the time to launch
campaigns and lowering costs.
 Enhance dynamic growth in real estate development projects
by implementing a strong, scalable system with advanced
reporting capabilities and automated processes.

SOLUTION

For its Oracle Cloud deployment, the company selected Aspire
Systems, an Oracle Platinum partner. Aspire had functional and
technical knowledge in the regional property market. Aspire
successfully completed a phased implementation approach within
the proposed budget. Starting with Oracle Financials Cloud
Service, the client was happy to leverage Aspire’s services across
Oracle Social Engagement, Oracle Marketing Cloud and finally
Oracle Sales Cloud.
Aspire increased the client’s ROI with these measures:
 Reduced marketing campaign costs, automated processes on a
single platform integrated with sales and finance modules and
hence, shortened campaign launch times.


 Enabling the client to avoid expensive agency fees and
insource real estate marketing activities.

 Automated the lead-to-cash process by deploying a
comprehensive Oracle Cloud Platform integrating finance,
marketing and sales activities.


 Boosting employee performance across all functions
and increasing the company’s competence in UAE’s
real estate industry.

 Supported strong business growth thanks to a robust, fully
scalable, standardized Oracle Cloud Platform supporting all
areas of the business, empowering the client to manage and
launch new projects and rapidly expand its property portfolio in
Dubai (ME) region.

SOLUTION

 iEstate: Streamlined property sales activities on a single Oracle
Cloud Platform with iEstate, powered by Aspire Systems




 Enhancing the client contact database, automating tasks and
help align marketing with sales
 Accelerating sales team productivity in a highly competitive
real estate market.

 Substantial lead generation by multichannel campaigns including
social media channels.
 Lead capture by enriching client database to enable effective
segmentation and scoring of potential property buyers.
 Increased finance team efficiency driven by a fully integrated
platform, a single source of truth that enables staff to instantly
view up to date development project data, including the date of
contract and property sale value.


 Significantly enhancing general ledger and cash flow
management.

 Enhanced finance department service delivery by using Oracle
Financials Cloud which instantly provides comprehensive and
clear financial reports to management executives.


 For example, on the number of properties sold in luxury,
commercial, or affordable housing projects thus enabling
them to take immediate steps to refine marketing activities or
boost sales.

 Enhanced employee productivity by eliminating previous
duplication on disparate systems, automating processes, and
providing a user-friendly UI accessible from anywhere.


 Proves to be the lifeline of property sales staff involved in
field sales.

 Ensured seamless and successful cloud adoption and deployment
by engaging an Oracle Customer Success Manager. It rapidly
resolves issues arising during implementation such as changes
to process mapping effectively coordinates Oracle Partner
involvement.

SOLUTION
OFFERINGS

Oracle Customer Relationship Management Base
Enterprise Offering Cloud Service
Oracle Financials Cloud Service
Oracle Project Portfolio Management Cloud
Oracle Social Engagement and Monitoring
Cloud Service
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) Cloud
Procurement Cloud
Sales Cloud
Social Cloud

ROI

The client reduced marketing campaign costs by 50%, boosted
Sales and streamlined finance activities.

CUSTOMER
TESTIMONIALS

By instantly deploying our sales, marketing, and finance processes
on an integrated suite of Oracle Cloud technologies, we have
boosted business development, reduced marketing campaign
costs by 50%, and can better manage our real estate development
projects and finances with a single Source of Truth. Thank You
Aspire (formerly iApps Consulting)!
- VP, Leading Real Estate Firm

www.aspiresys.com
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Aspire Systems is a global technology services firm serving as a trusted
technology partner for our customers. We work with some of the world’s
most innovative enterprises and independent software vendors, helping
them leverage technology and outsourcing in our specific areas of
expertise. Our core philosophy of “Attention. Always.” communicates our
belief in lavishing care and attention on our customer and employees.
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For more info contact
info@aspiresys.com or visit www.aspiresys.com

